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We have studied coupled heat and mass transfer of n-butane through a membrane of silicalite-1. A
description of the surface was given using non-equilibrium thermodynamics, and transport coefficients
were determined. Three independent coefficients were found for the whole surface: the resistance to heat
transfer, the coupling coefficient and the resistance to mass transfer. These coefficients were defined in
stationary state. All resistances are significant, and show that the surface acts as a barrier to transport.
A new scheme was devised to find the enthalpy of adsorption, from two particular coupling coefficients,
namely the measurable heats of transfer. The method yields the enthalpy of adsorption as a function of
the excess surface concentration and surface temperature, but in this case it is nearly constant, �55 kJ/
mol. An expression of the surface permeability is given and our results are in agreement with experimen-
tal observations. A further inspection of the surface regarded as a series of two resistances, showed that
the gas side of the surface dominates completely the resistance to heat transfer, while the silicalite side
determines the resistance to mass transfer and the value of the coupling coefficient. The coefficients were
not sensitive to the surface structure, whether it was flat, or zig-zag textured. Interestingly, the surface
excess concentration was negative for low pressures, underlining the importance of the surface as a bar-
rier to transport. The findings may help reduce adsorption data from experiments on zeolites and other
porous materials.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Sorption in microporous materials is often associated with large
heat effects. Non-isothermal adsorption curves generally show a
rapid initial phase followed by a rather slow approach to equilib-
rium, indicating that not only mass transfer, but also heat transfer
may play a role. A large heat source or sink at the surface may
influence the diffusion process, making the data reduction proce-
dure less transparent. Different non-isothermal models have there-
fore been proposed. Ruthven and coworkers [1] proposed a now
accepted model, that took into account the temperature depen-
dence of the diffusion coefficient as well as of the equilibrium
constant.

Intrusion of thermal effects might still be one of the possible
reasons for the discrepancies we can find in literature for diffusiv-
ities obtained by macroscopic or microscopic techniques [2]. Kär-
ger and Ruthven [3] suggested already in 1991 that the crystal
surface may play a role for the analysis of macroscopic techniques.
In these techniques, the diffusivity is obtained by monitoring the
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time dependence of the amount adsorbed to changes in pressure
of the surrounding gas, e.g gravimetrically. The resistance to mass
movement in the crystal itself, may therefore be hampered for in-
stance by resistances at the external surface, and dissipation of the
heat of adsorption. Recently, it has been shown, using interference
microscopy, that mass resistivity at surface can be a limiting diffu-
sion process, see Heinke et al. [4] and references therein.

The aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of the
surface resistances and give a contribute to the challenging task
discussed above. We shall do that combining two tools, non-equi-
librium thermodynamics theory for heterogeneous systems and
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics. We shall see that the theo-
retical method gives a meaningful way to reduce the simulation
data, i.e., that the surface transfer coefficients can be determined
separate from the transport properties of a porous material.

A description of the interface using non-equilibrium thermo-
dynamics (NET) and a definition of the excess entropy production
for the surface was given by Bedeaux and Kjelstrup [5,6]. This
theory has been successfully tested for liquid–vapor interfaces
of n-octane and argon like particles [7,8] using stationary NEMD
simulations. It was for instance established that the assumption
of local equilibrium held for extremely large thermodynamic
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forces across the liquid–vapor interface [7,8]. It was also applied
to fuel cells [9–11] and distillation processes [12]. The theory
deals with the surface as a separate thermodynamic system. This
is an essential feature in the description of the surface using NET,
and allows us to assign not only a surface tension or excess con-
centrations to the surface, but also a temperature different from
that of the surroundings.

Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulation is a
technique that is designed to investigate transport processes in
systems with gradients in intensive thermodynamic variables.
With this technique one can directly study variations of temper-
ature and concentration across a surface and investigate its
transport properties in an unbiased way. An analysis using
non-equilibrium thermodynamics is then possible, and insight
can be found on the abilities of the theory to describe the
observations.

As a model system we have chosen an intriguing and important
zeolite system, namely silicalite-1 in contact with n-butane gas.
The transport properties of the solid-gas interface in the frame-
work of heterogeneous non-equilibrium thermodynamics is in fo-
cus, as the transport properties of the silicalite itself has been
reported already [13]. A preliminary study of the whole system
[15] lead to the qualitative conclusion that surface effects can
not be neglected in the description of the observed phenomena,
indicating that the system was a good candidate for the analysis
we wanted to do. For short, we shall use the names butane and
zeolite for the two components.

The surface transfer coefficients can be found, once the excess
entropy production of the surface and the resulting linear force-
flux relations are determined. When one component (butane) is
transported into zeolite, the entropy production of the surface
has only two flux-force products in the stationary state. But a fi-
ner description can be given with four relations, two for the gas
side of the surface and two for the zeolite side. Both possibilities
shall be explored here. We shall see that certain coupling coeffi-
cients give major contributions to the transport, in fact two of
them can be used to derive the enthalpy of adsorption as a func-
tion of the surface excess concentration (the gas pressure) and
temperature.

In order to obtain the surface transport coefficients, equilibrium
data are required. The article therefore also presents the equilib-
rium data that were necessary for the study of the transport prop-
erties. We shall find good agreement between the surface tension
c(Ts) from non-equilibrium simulations and the surface tension
from equilibrium simulations at the same temperature. This con-
firms that the surface indeed is in local equilibrium and can be re-
garded as a separate thermodynamic system.

Two types of surfaces were investigated, one flat and one with a
zig-zag texture. A comparison between the two structures is
presented.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the NET theory
for the surface is presented. First we derive the equations for
transport of heat and mass across the zeolite-butane interface
both on the zeolite and on the butane side. We then show
how these equations simplify when we are in stationary state
and the mass flux and the total heat flux are the same on the
two sides of the surface. Four different sets of transport coeffi-
cients will be obtained, two sets for the surface as a whole, using
fluxes in the gas phase as well as in the zeolite phase, one for the
gas side of the surface, and one for the zeolite side of the surface.
In Section 3 we give the details of our simulations and investiga-
tion procedures. Sections 4–6 contain the results, the discussion
and the conclusions, respectively. For the first time, resistances
to heat and mass transfer across the whole surface, into and
out of it shall be reported with numerical values obtained by
NEMD.
2. Non-equilibrium thermodynamics of the surface

2.1. The five transfer coefficients of the butane-zeolite interface

Consider two homogeneous phases separated by an interface: a
gas phase of n-butane molecules and a zeolite phase with butane
molecules adsorbed in it. The gas phase is labeled with superscript
g, and the zeolite phase is labeled with superscript z. The surface,
i.e., the interface between the zeolite and the gas side, is labeled
with superscript s. The excess entropy production, rs, for the trans-
port of heat and mass across the surface is, according to [6]:

rs ¼ J0zq Dz;s
1
T
þ J0gq Ds;g

1
T
� Jz

b
1
Ts Dz;slb;TðT

sÞ
� �

� Jg
b

1
Ts Ds;glb;TðT

sÞ
� �

:

ð1Þ

Here, J0kq is the measurable heat flux at side k, Jk
b is the butane mass

flux at side k and the differences Da,bx are defined as Da,bx = xb � xa.
T and lb are respectively the temperature and the chemical poten-
tial of butane. The force-flux pairs in the excess entropy production
may be divided into two groups. The first group contains coupling
of fluxes and forces on the zeolite side of the surface and the sec-
ond group contains coupling of fluxes and forces on the gas side.
We do not give the contributions to the excess entropy production
due to excess heat and n-butane fluxes along the surface. In our
study we shall only consider transports normal to the surface
and such contributions will therefore not be needed. Because the
processes on the two sides of the surface occur in series, it is ex-
pected that they are weakly coupled. We shall therefore neglect
coupling across the surface. In that case the force-flux relations
become

Dz;s
1
T
¼ rs;z

qqJ0zq þ rs;z
qbJz

b ð2aÞ

� 1
Ts Dz;slb;T Tsð Þ ¼ rs;z

bqJ0zq þ rs;z
bbJz

b ð2bÞ

for side z of the surface and

Ds;g
1
T
¼ rs;g

qq J0gq þ rs;g
qb Jg

b ð3aÞ

� 1
Ts Ds;glb;TðT

sÞ ¼ rs;g
bq J0gq þ rs;g

bb Jg
b ð3bÞ

for side g. All resistivity coefficients rs;k
ij have superscript s to indi-

cate the surface. The next superscript gives the side of the surface
for which the force is evaluated.

In the analysis we shall assume that the Onsager reciprocal rela-
tions are valid. These were verified in homogeneous systems,
experimentally (see e.g. [16] for further references) and by NEMD
simulations [17], but also for transport through the liquid–vapor
interface in a one-component system by NEMD [8]. The Onsager
relations simplify the transport problem by reducing the phenom-
enological coefficients needed to describe the process. In each of
the two sets of coefficients given above, there are only three inde-
pendent coefficients. One of them is zero (see text below Eq. (7),
leaving us with five coefficients to be determined.

By defining the thermal conductivities k, the measurable heats
of transfer q�b and the resistivities for component fluxes at constant
temperature Rs

bb by

ks;z � 1
TsTzrs;z

qq
; q�zb � �

rs;z
qb

rs;z
qq

and Rs;z
bb � rs;z

bb �
rs;z

bqrs;z
qb

rs;z
qq

ð4Þ

ks;g � 1
TgTsrs;g

qq
; q�gb � �

rs;g
qb

rs;g
qq

and Rs;g
bb � rs;g

bb �
rs;g

bq rs;g
qb

rs;g
qq

ð5Þ

we can write
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Dz;sT ¼ �
1

ks;z J0zq � q�zb Jz
b

� �
ð6aÞ

1
Ts Dz;slb;T Tsð Þ ¼ � q�zb

TzTs Dz;sT � Rs;z
bbJz

b ð6bÞ

and

Ds;gT ¼ � 1
ks;g J0gq � q�gb Jg

b

� �
ð7aÞ

1
Ts Ds;glb;TðT

sÞ ¼ � q�gb

TgTs Ds;gT � Rs;g
bb Jg

b: ð7bÞ

The heats of transfer for the surface are defined as the ratios of the
measurable heat flux and the butane flux in the adjacent homoge-
neous phases for a constant temperature. This means that the heats
of transfer q�zb and q�gb are equal to the values in the adjacent homo-
geneous phase. Furthermore, q�gb ¼ 0 (one component gas) [6], and
as a consequence that rs;g

qb ¼ rs;g
bq ¼ 0. This simplifies Eqs. (7) to

Ds;gT ¼ � 1
ks;g J0gq ð8aÞ

1
Ts Ds;glb;TðT

sÞ ¼ �Rs;g
bb Jg

b: ð8bÞ

For a zero mass flux of butane it is possible to obtain the resistance
to heat transfer for the two sides of the surface, rs;z

qq and rs;g
qq , from

Eqs. (2a) and (3a):

rs;z
qq ¼

1
Ts � 1

Tz

J0zq
ð9Þ

rs;g
qq ¼

1
Tg � 1

Ts

J0gq
: ð10Þ

We shall derive the resistances in this work. Alternatively, one can
use the thermal conductivity of the surface both on the zeolite and
gas side from (6a) and (8a):

ks;z ¼
J0zq

Tz � Ts ð11Þ

ks;g ¼
J0gq

Ts � Tg : ð12Þ

Under the same conditions it is also possible to obtain the coupling
coefficient rs;z

bq from Eq. (2b)

rs;z
bq ¼ �

1
J0zq Ts Dz;slb;TðT

sÞ ð13Þ

and the measurable heat of transfer on the zeolite side from Eq. (6b)

q�zb ¼
Tz

Tz � Ts Dz;slb;TðT
sÞ ð14Þ

To get the resistivity to mass transport both on the zeolite and gas
side it is instead necessary to simulate a constant mass flux of bu-
tane through the surface. From Eqs. (6b) and (8b) we find:

Rs;z
bb ¼ �

1
TsJz

b

Dz;slb;TðT
sÞ þ q�zb

Ts � Tz

Tz

� �
: ð15Þ

Here, one should use q�zb as determined from Eq. (14)

Rs;g
bb ¼ �

1
TsJg

b

Ds;glb;TðT
sÞ ð16Þ
2.2. The three surface transfer coefficients at stationary state

The force-flux relations given in Eqs. (2) and (3) make it possible
to calculate the temperature and the chemical potential of the n-
butane of the surface. When the system is time-dependent the
excess n-butane density and internal energy of the surface are
changing in time, and these expressions are needed. In many
experiments we are interested in stationary transports through
the surface. In that case the total heat flux, Jq ¼ J0gq þ
hg

bJg
b ¼ J0zq þ hz

bJz
b, and the mass flux, Jb ¼ Jg

b ¼ Jz
b, are constant, here

hb is the partial molar enthalpy of butane. This makes it possible
to eliminate the heat and the mass fluxes on the zeolite side (left
side) and use the heat and mass fluxes on the gas side (right side).
The jumps across the surface of the inverse temperature and the
chemical potential are obtained adding Eqs. (2) and (3). Using
rs;g

qb ¼ rs;g
bq ¼ 0 we obtain:

Dz;g
1
T
¼ Dz;s

1
T
þ Ds;g

1
T

¼ rs;z
qq þ rs;g

qq

� �
J0gq þ rs;z

qqDHads þ rs;z
qb

� �
Jb ð17aÞ

� 1
Ts Dz;glb;TðT

sÞ ¼ � 1
Ts ½Dz;slb;TðT

sÞ þ Ds;glb;TðT
sÞ�

¼ rs;z
bqJ0gq þ rs;z

bb þ rs;g
bb þ rs;z

bqDHads

� �
Jb ð17bÞ

where DHads � hg
b � hz

b is the adsorption enthalpy of butane in the
zeolite. The resistivity matrix is not symmetric. The reason for this
is that we changed the fluxes without making the corresponding
change of the forces. Since we have eliminated J0zq , we have to use
Dz,g lb,T (Tz)/Tz instead of Dz,g lb,T (Ts)/Ts. Using the thermodynamic
relation

1
Ts Dz;glb;TðT

sÞ ¼ 1
Tz Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ þ DHadsDz;s
1
T

¼ 1
Tz Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ þ rs;z
qqDHadsJ

0g
q

þ rs;z
qqDHads þ rs;z

qb

� �
DHadsJb ð18Þ

the flux-force equations for the surface become:

Dz;g
1
T
¼ rs;z

qq þ rs;g
qq

� �
J0gq þ rs;z

qqDHads þ rs;z
qb

� �
Jb ð19aÞ

� 1
Tz Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ ¼ rs;z
qqDHads þ rs;z

qb

� �
J0gq

þ rs;z
bb þ rs;g

bb þ 2rs;z
bqDHads þ rs;z

qqDH2
ads

� �
Jb: ð19bÞ

The matrix of resistivities is now properly symmetric. By defining

rs
qq � rs;z

qq þ rs;g
qq ð20aÞ

rs;r
qb � rs;r

bq � rs;z
qqDHads þ rs;z

qb ð20bÞ

rs;r
bb � rs;z

bb þ rs;g
bb þ 2rs;z

bqDHads þ rs;z
qqDH2

ads ð20cÞ

we get

Dz;g
1
T
¼ rs

qqJ0gq þ rs;r
qbJb ð21aÞ

� 1
Tz Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ ¼ rs;r
bqJ0gq þ rs;r

bbJb ð21bÞ

The superscript r was introduced to remind that the set of flux-
forces Eq. (21) was derived using the measurable heat flux at the
right hand side of the surface. By defining the thermal conductivity,
the measurable heat of transfer and the resistivity to mass flux by

ks � 1
TzTgrs

qq

; q�s;rb � �
rs;r

qb

rs
qq

and Rs;r
bb � rs;r

bb �
rs;r

bqrs;r
qb

rs
qq

ð22Þ

we can rewrite Eq. (21) as:

Dz;gT ¼ � 1
ks J0gq � q�s;rb Jb

� �
ð23aÞ

1
Tz Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ ¼ � q�s;rb

TzTg Dz;gT � Rs;r
bbJb: ð23bÞ

This set of flux equations describe transport across the surface,
using three independent coefficients. In the absence of a butane flux
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ðJg
b ¼ Jz

b ¼ 0Þ, the measurable heat flux is constant everywhere
ðJ0gq ¼ J0zq ¼ J0qÞ and we can determine the total resistivity to heat,
rs

qq, and the coupling coefficient, rs;r
qb from Eqs. (21):

rs
qq ¼

1
Tg � 1

Tz

J0q

 !
Jb¼0

; ð24Þ

rs;r
bq ¼ rs;r

qb ¼ �
1

TzJ0q
½Dz;glb;TðT

zÞ�Jb¼0: ð25Þ

The thermal conductivity and the heat of transfer can be calculated
from Eqs. (23):

ks ¼
J0q

Tz � Tg ; ð26Þ

q�s;rb ¼ Tg

Tz � Tg Dz;glb;TðT
zÞ: ð27Þ

With a constant mass flux of butane through the surface we find
from Eq. (23b) the resistance to mass transfer Rs;r

bb:

Rs;r
bb ¼ �

1
TzJb

Dz;glb;TðT
zÞ þ q�s;rb

Tg � Tz

Tg

� �
ð28Þ

The chemical potential difference for butane across the interface is
further discussed below.

It is also possible to eliminate the measurable heat flux on the
right hand side of the surface in Eqs. (17). Instead of Eqs. (23) we
obtain another set of equations that describe transport across the
surface:

Dz;gT ¼ � 1
ks J0zq � q�s;lb Jb

� �
; ð29aÞ

1
Tg Dz;glb;T Tgð Þ ¼ � q�s;lb

TzTg Dz;gT � Rs;l
bbJb: ð29bÞ

So the coupling coefficient, the measurable heat of transfer and the
resistance of mass transfer for the whole surface derived from
fluxes on the left hand side are given by:

rs;l
bq ¼ rs;l

qb ¼ �
1

TgJ0q
½Dz;glb;TðT

gÞ�Jb¼0; ð30Þ

q�s;lb ¼
Tz

Tz � Tg Dz;glb;TðT
gÞ; ð31Þ

Rs;l
bb ¼ �

1
TgJb

Dz;glb;TðT
gÞ þ q�s;lb

Tg � Tz

Tz

� �
: ð32Þ

By subtracting Eq. (31) from (27) and using the Gibbs–Helmholtz’s
relation, we obtain:

q�s;rb � q�s;lb ¼ �
Dz;glb;TðT

gÞ � Dz;glb;TðT
zÞ

1
Tg � 1

Tz

¼ �Dz;gHb � DadsHb: ð33Þ

The difference of the heats of transfer, that can be defined for the
whole surface, is equal to the enthalpy difference across the surface.
This enthalpy difference is equal to the enthalpy of adsorption.
From knowledge of q�s;rb and q�s;lb as a function of excess concentra-
tion and surface temperature, we can then find the enthalpy of
adsorption as a function of these variables. Vice versa, we can use
the enthalpy of adsorption to estimate the heats of transfer.

The surface transfer coefficients for the whole surface in a sta-
tionary state are thus determined by three independent coeffi-
cients: the resistivity to heat transfer, rs

qq, the coupling
coefficient, rs;s

bq, and the resistance to mass transfer, Rs;s
bb, where the

apex s specifies the side where the fluxes are taken. Once one set
is known any alternative can also be derived.

If we further want to decompose the transport problem and di-
vide the surface in two parts, we need to find three coefficients for
the zeolite side, rs;z

qq , rs;z
bq , and Rs;z

bb , and two for the gas side, rs;g
qq and Rs;g

bb
(being rs;g
bq ¼ 0). This paper shall determine all coefficients, and dis-

cuss their relationships.

2.3. Chemical potential differences

The chemical potential of the butane in the gas phase is given
by:

lg
bðT; c

g
bÞ ¼ lg;0

b ðTÞ þ RT ln
pgUg

pg;0 ð34Þ

where lg;0
b and pg,0 are standard state values (the ideal gas at 1 bar)

and Ug is the fugacity coefficient of butane in the gas phase. The
fugacity coefficient can be expressed by measurable quantities by:

ln Ug ¼ 1
RT

Z p

0

z� 1
p

� �
dp ð35Þ

where z is the compressibility factor z = pv/RT, (z = 1 for ideal gas).
For the zeolite phase, we introduce the equilibrium gas pres-

sure, p�zðT; cz
bÞ and fugacity coefficient at equilibrium, U�zðT; cz

bÞ,
which are the pressure and the fugacity coefficient of a butane
gas in equilibrium with the zeolite, its surfaces and the adsorbed
butane at the temperature T of the zeolite and loading cz

b. This equi-
librium pressure and fugacity coefficient depend on the total num-
ber of butane molecules in the system, the volume of the system
and the size and specifics of the zeolite crystal. The chemical po-
tential of the butane in the zeolite can then be obtained from the
chemical potential of the butane in the gas phase in equilibrium
with it. In fact at equilibrium we can write

lz
bðT; cz

bÞ ¼ lg;0
b ðTÞ þ RT ln

p�zðT; cz
bÞU

�zðT; cz
bÞ

pg;0 : ð36Þ

The relation between the equilibrium pressure and the concentra-
tion of butane in the zeolite cz

b is obtained by fitting the adsorption
isotherms to the Langmuir equation

cz
b ¼ cz

b;sat

Kp�zðT; cz
bÞ=pg;0

1þ Kp�zðT; cz
bÞ=pg;0

ð37Þ

where K is the equilibrium constant and cz
b;sat is the saturation load-

ing. Using Eqs. (34) and (36), we can express the difference of chem-
ical potential across the interface at T = Tz (Eq. (27)) and T = Tg (Eq.
(31)) as:

Dz;glb;TðT
zÞ ¼ RTz ln

pgUg

p�zðTz; cz
bÞU

�zðTz; cz
bÞ
; ð38Þ

Dz;glb;TðT
gÞ ¼ RTg ln

pgUg

p�zðTg ; cz
bÞU

�zðTg ; cz
bÞ
: ð39Þ

For the surface we similarly introduce the equilibrium pressure
p*s(T,Cs) and fugacity coefficient at equilibrium U*s(T,Cs). The chem-
ical potential of the excess butane on the surface can then be ob-
tained from the chemical potential of the butane in the gas phase
in equilibrium with it. We can therefore write

ls
bðT;C

sÞ ¼ lg;0
b ðTÞ þ RT ln

p�sðT;CsÞU�s

pg;0 ð40Þ

where Cs is the surface excess butane concentration (molecules/
nm2). We can relate the equilibrium pressure to the surface excess
concentration and find the differences of chemical potential on the
two sides of the surface, which enter in Eqs. (14)–(16):

Ds;glb;TðT
sÞ ¼ RTs ln

pgUg

p�sðTs;CsÞU�sðTs;CsÞ
ð41Þ

Dz;slb;TðT
sÞ ¼ RTs ln

p�sðTs;CsÞU�sðTs;CsÞ
p�zðTs; cz

bÞU
�zðTs; cz

bÞ
ð42Þ
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3. The computer experiments

In order to obtain the transport coefficients for the surface,
three different kinds of simulations were carried out, following a
procedure similar to the one adopted in [13]:

(1) Equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) simulations to
obtain the equilibrium properties of the membrane (surface
and pores) and be able to relate the chemical potential of
butane adsorbed in the zeolite pores or on the surfaces with
the chemical potential of butane gas in equilibrium with the
former (see Eqs. (36) and (40)).

(2) Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations
with a constant temperature gradient and zero mass flux
of butane, to get the resistivities to heat transfer of the
two sides of the surface rs;z

qq , rs;g
qq and of the total surface rs

qq

(cf. Eqs. (9), (10) and (24)), the coupling coefficient for the
zeolite side of the surface, rs;z

bq (cf. Eq. (13)) and for the whole
surface, rs;r

bq and rs;l
bq (cf. Eqs. (25) and (30)) and the measur-

able heats of transfer q�zb , q�s;rb and q�s;lb (see Eqs. (14), (27)
and (31)).

(3) Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations
with a constant mass flux of butane and the same conditions
of temperature gradients used in (2), to obtain the resistivi-
ties to mass transfer of the two portions of the surface, Rs;z

bb

and Rs;g
bb and for the whole surface, Rs;r

bb and Rs;l
bb as given in

Eqs. (15), (16), (28) and (32).

The simulations were performed for two different surface struc-
tures, i.e., a flat surface obtained by cutting the membrane at the
middle of the straight channels perpendicularly to them, and a
non-flat surface, obtained by shifting the cut to the intersections
between the straight and zig-zag channels.

The details of the system were described earlier [13]. We repeat
the essentials here.
yTLTH TH

(1)-(5)(-5)-(-1)(-140)-(-126) (126)-(140)
0

Fig. 1. Snapshot of the simulation box. The thermostatted layers at the center of the
box and at the boundaries are shown. In grey the methyl and methylene, in red the
oxygen and in yellow the silicon.
3.1. The system and simulations details

We simulated a flexible silicalite-1 membrane consisting of 36
orthorombic unit cells [14] (2 in the x, 6 in the y and 3 in the z-
direction), in contact with a gas phase of n-butane molecules
through the two external surfaces perpendicular to the y-axis. By
shifting the cut through the unit cell, two different external sur-
faces were simulated: a flat one, which presented just the pores
openings, and a non-flat one, which showed also a zig-zag pattern.
For details see [18].

The n-butane molecules were modeled with the United Atom
model [19]. For the intra-molecular interactions we included
stretching, bending, torsion and coupling terms. A truncated and
shifted (12–6) Lennard–Jones potential [20] was used to describe
the inter-molecular interactions.

Periodic boundary conditions were applied at the limit of the
silicalite in the x and z directions and at the limit of the gas phase
in the y-direction, giving a simulation box with dimensions
Lx = 40.044 Å, Ly = 278.6 Åand Lz = 40.149 Å. By construction the
simulation box was symmetric relative to the plane normal to
the y-direction, located in the center of the silicalite and was di-
vided into 280 planar layers m with a thickness DLm = 0.99495 Å.
We numbered the layers starting from the center of the zeolite,
i.e., the first layer on the right side of the zeolite center was layer
no. 1 while the first layer on the left side was layer no. �1. Using
the symmetry of the system around the middle of the box, proper-
ties were averaged over two symmetric layers. This gave a system
with only 140 layers, where each layer was the mean of the corre-
sponding two layers in the original system. From now on we will
refer only to the right side of the system. Since the crystalline sur-
face of the membrane was located at 59.697 Å, layer no. 60 was the
last layer containing both zeolite atoms and butane molecules, and
layer no. 61 was the first layer containing butane molecules only.

The Soft-HEX algorithm [21,13] was used to obtain a symmetric
temperature profile along the box. Layers 126–140 at the two ends
of the box were thermostatted to a high temperature TH, and layers
1–5 in the center of the box were thermostatted to a low temper-
ature TL. Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of the MD box with the silicalite
membrane positioned in the center and 400 butane molecules, par-
tially adsorbed and partially located in the gas phase. The thermo-
statted layers are also shown.

A constant mass flux of butane was induced using a procedure
similar to the one described in [13]. It shortly consisted in extract-
ing a random butane molecule from one of the layers 1–5 at the
center of the silicalite and inserting it in one of the layers 126–
140 at the ends of the gas phase. In the following we will refer to
this procedure as extraction/insertion method.

NEMD simulations were performed over three million time
steps using the Velocity Verlet algorithm [20]. A time step length
of 0.001 ps was used. The Soft-Hex algorithm was applied every
20 time steps imposing a energy variation in the thermostatted
zones equal to only 1.25% of the energy required to get the desired
temperature, thus avoiding large perturbations of the system. The
extraction/insertion method was instead applied with a frequency
dependent on the magnitude of the mass flux we wanted to create.

Properties such as the temperature and the concentration were
monitored in each of the 280 layers of the box every 10 time steps
and averaged over intervals of 1000 time steps. The first 1 million
time steps were discarded to avoid transient effects. Moreover, for
each simulation condition, five simulations were run in parallel
starting from five different initial configurations in order to in-
crease statistics and avoid dependences on initial conditions.

3.2. Calculations

3.2.1. Intensive properties and fluxes
The butane concentration in layer m, cb(m) (molecules/nm3) was

found from the number of particles Nm
but in each layer divided by

the volume of the layer:

cbðmÞ � Nm
but

280
V

ð43Þ

being V = LxLyLz the volume of the box.
The kinetic temperature Tm in each layer m was found from the

kinetic energy of all particles i belonging to the layer

3
2

Nm
butkBTm ¼ 1

2

X
i2m

m jvi � vmj2
D E

ð44Þ

where m is the particles mass, vi is the velocity of particle i and vm
the average velocity in the layer. The temperature Tz was the aver-
age kinetic temperature of layers 40–59, which corresponded to
half a unit cell. In this layers, the butane concentration profile
was unaffected by the presence of the surface. Moreover all possible



Table 1
Simulation conditions. System with flat surfaces.

Simulation no. Ntot
but TL (K) TH (K) Jb (mol/m2s)

1 360
2 380
3 400
4 420 360 520 0
5 440
6 460
7 480
8 500

9 360
10 380
11 400
12 420 380 540 0
13 440
14 460
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potential interactions are present in half a cell and therefore all
properties of butane in the zeolite pores have to be averaged over
volume elements equal or multiple of half cells. The surface temper-
ature Ts was given by the average kinetic temperature of the surface
layers, which were determined as explained below. The gas temper-
ature Tg was then given by the temperature of the first layer of gas
phase next to the surface.

The pressure of each layer in the gas phase was obtained by
using the formula

pg
m ¼

280
V

X
i2m

mvivi þ
1
2

X
j–i

Fijrij

 !
; ð45Þ

where rij is the distance between the centers of mass of particles i
and j and Fij is the force exerted by particle i on particle j. Since only
interactions between molecules were considered and the zeolite
was seen as a single molecule, the contribution to the pressure
due to the interactions between the zeolite atoms was not taken
into account. This gave a correct value of pressure only in the layers
were the zeolite was not present, i.e., for m P 61.

The internal energy flux in stationary conditions was calculated
from the amount of kinetic energy added/removed by the soft-HEX
algorithm:

Jq ¼
DEk

2XDt
: ð46Þ

Here, Jq is the internal energy flux, DEk is the amount of kinetic en-
ergy added/removed in the thermostatted layers in a simulation run
(corresponding to 105 time steps), 2X is the total area of the surface
perpendicular to the direction of the transport and Dt is the time
interval of a run (100 ps).

The butane mass flux produced by the extraction/insertion
method was given by:

Jb ¼
Nr=i

NAV 2XDt
ð47Þ

where Nr/i is the number of molecules removed/inserted in each
simulation run.
15 480
16 500

17 360
18 380
19 400
20 420 400 560 0
21 440
22 460
23 480
24 500

25 300 460
26 320 480
27 480 340 500 0
28 350 510
29 370 530
30 390 550

31 380
32 400
33 420 360 520 6197.2
34 440
35 460

36 380
37 400
38 420 380 540 7230.1
39 440
40 460

41 380
42 400
43 420 360 520 6713.7
44 440
45 460
3.2.2. The surface extension and its excess properties
The extension of the surface in the y-direction was determined

by looking to the butane concentration profile cb(m) along that
direction. On the zeolite side, the surface was taken to start in
the first layer (ma) in which the butane concentration started to
deviate from the average concentration in the zeolite pores, cb

z .
On gas side, the end of the surface was found by recording the
deviation of the butane concentration from the linear profile prop-
er to the gas phase (layer mb). The excess surface concentration of
n-butane Cs was then found with the formula:

Cs ¼
X

ma6m660

cbðmÞ � cz
b

� 	
DLm þ

X
616m6mb

cbðmÞ � cg
b

� 	
DLm ð48Þ

The surface tension cs can be calculated with the formula:

cs ¼
Z

s
ðp? � pkÞdy; ð49Þ

where p\ and pk are the components of the pressure tensor, respec-
tively perpendicular and parallel to the surface.

Once the pressure is computed (by Eq. (45)), we can determine
the contribution to the surface tension coming from the gas side
cs,g as:

cs;g ¼
Z

s;g
ðp? � pkÞdy ð50Þ
3.3. NEMD simulations

We used 45 NEMD simulations to obtain the transport proper-
ties for the flat surface. Additional 16 simulations were carried out
to investigate the surface with a zig-zag pattern. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the simulations performed. Concerning the
membrane with the flat surface, in simulations no. 1–24 the sys-
tem was characterized by three constant temperature gradients
(TL = 360 K � TH = 520 K, TL = 380 K � TH = 540 K, TL = 400 K �
TH = 560 K, respectively), different total number of butane
molecules, and by a zero net mass flux of butane. Simulations no.
25–30 were also performed in condition of zero mass flux but with
a constant number of butane molecules and different temperatures
in the hot and cold layers. For simulations no. 31–45 we imposed a
constant mass flux of butane under the same temperature gradi-
ents of simulations 1–24 and we changed the overall butane con-
centration. For the zig-zag surface we investigated the system
under a constant temperature difference (TL = 380 K � TH = 540 K)
both with zero mass flux (simulations no. 46–53) and with an im-
posed mass flux (simulations no. 54–58).



Table 2
Simulation conditions. System with zig-zag surfaces.

Simulation no. Ntot
but TL (K) TH (K) Jb (mol/m2s)

46 360
47 380
48 400
49 420 380 540 0
50 440
51 460
52 480
53 500

54 380
55 400
56 420 380 540 7230.1
57 440
58 460 Fig. 3. Excess surface concentration of n-butane on a silicalite-1 membrane at

400 K. Full symbols represent the case of flat surface, open symbols the case of zig-
zag surface.
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4. Results

4.1. Equilibrium simulations

The equilibrium properties of the system, with the flat and zig-
zag surface, were simulated at four different temperatures (340,
360, 380 and 400 K) in order to obtain the equilibrium data, such
as the saturation pressures, which enter Eqs. (36)–(42). The
adsorption isotherms for the zeolite pores and for the two different
surfaces were computed [18]. Additional equilibrium points were
simulated in the higher range of pressures in order to obtain the
same overall conditions, i.e., pressures and temperatures, that we
applied in the non-equilibrium studies. In this range of pressures
the ideal gas assumption was not a good approximation and the
compressibility factor z was calculated. Fig. 2 shows the compress-
ibility factor of the gas phase at 400 K as a function of the dimen-
sionless gas pressure. As we can observe the trend is linear and Eq.
(35) can be solved to get the fugacity coefficient that enters in the
expressions of the chemical potentials (36)–(42). The surface ex-
cess butane concentration was calculated for both surfaces using
Eq. (48) and is plotted as a function of the gas pressure at 400 K
in Fig. 3.

4.2. NEMD simulations

We used 45 NEMD simulations to find the transport coefficients
of the flat surface.

Sixteen additional simulations were performed for the surface
with a zig-zag texture.

All surface properties were calculated for the zeolite (z) as well
as the gas (g) side of the surface, using the expressions given in
Section 2.1. The surface properties were also computed for the
whole surface using fluxes taken at the right hand side (r) as well
as the left hand side (l) as explained in Section 2.2.
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Fig. 2. Compressibility factor of n-butane gas at 400 K as a function of the gas
pressure p/p0.
Properties, such as the resistivities to heat transfer rqq, the cou-
pling coefficients rbq, the measurable heat of transfer q*, were ob-
tained by applying a constant temperature difference in the
system in conditions of zero mass flux. The resistances to mass
transfer Rbb were then calculated by keeping the same temperature
gradient and imposing a constant flux of butane Jb flowing from the
gas phase toward the membrane.
4.2.1. Flat surface
4.2.1.1. NEMD simulations with Jb = 0. Simulations 1–30 were per-
formed on the system with a flat surface imposing a constant tem-
perature gradient across the box and zero net mass flux of butane.

A plot of the butane concentration profile along the y-direction
of the box is shown in Fig. 4 for simulations no. 1–8. The two ver-
tical dashed lines delimit the portion of zeolite in which the butane
properties (cz

b and Tz) were calculated and averaged. That portion
corresponds to the last half of zeolite unit cell in which the butane
concentration profile was not affected by the presence of the sur-
face. The full vertical line represents the start of the surface on
the zeolite side. For each simulation the end of the surface on the
gas side was determined according to the procedure explained in
Section 3.2.2, i.e., looking to the first layer in which the butane con-
centration started to deviate from the concentration profile of the
gas phase. A plot of the temperature of each layer for the same set
of simulations is also presented in Fig. 5. The thermostatted zones
are delimited by two vertical dashed lines while the location of the
zeolite crystalline surface is represented by a full vertical line.
From the plot we can see that most of the temperature difference
across the surface is located on the gas side.

Since for all simulations no. 1–30 Jb = 0, the measurable heat
flux was the same both on the zeolite and on the gas side,
J0zq ¼ J0gq ¼ J0q, and was equal to the total heat flux which could be
calculated using Eq. (46).

In Tables 3 and 4 we list the extension of the surface (first and
last layer), the total heat flux, the temperatures near and of the sur-
face, the butane concentration in the zeolite pores, the butane ex-
cess surface concentration and the dimensionless gas pressure and
saturation pressures for simulations no. 1–30. The surface excess
concentration is also plotted as a function of the gas pressure in
Fig. 7 for simulations with Ts = 360 ± 4K. The equilibrium data for
the isotherm at 360 K are also given.

The surface tension of the gas side of the surface, cs,g, was
computed for all the simulated systems as explained in Section
3.2.2. The values of cs,g obtained with NEMD simulations at
Cs = 1 molecules/nm2 are plotted as a function of the surface
temperature in Fig. 8. For comparison the results for the surface
in equilibrium are also given.
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Fig. 4. Butane concentration profile along the y-direction of the MD box for simulations no. 1–8. The portion of zeolite used to determine the butane properties is delimited by
two vertical dashed lines. The start of the surface on the zeolite side is given by a vertical full line.
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location of the crystalline surface (full).
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simulation box. Given the symmetry of the system only the right half is shown.

Table 3
Surface extension, total heat flux and temperatures near and of the surface for
simulations no. 1–30 (flat surface, zero mass flux).

Simulation no. Surface layers Jq (MJ/m2s) Tz (K) Tg (K) Ts (K)

1 56–64 �30.506 356.45 408.12 357.52
2 56–65 �54.662 356.99 406.37 358.98
3 56–66 �72.820 356.66 406.60 359.91
4 56–67 �101.514 356.76 402.59 361.03
5 56–69 �113.079 356.79 405.46 362.00
6 56–70 �138.867 357.45 406.03 363.45
7 56–71 �143.500 357.85 409.30 364.39
8 56–72 �165.768 357.06 409.67 365.22
9 56–64 �42.781 376.71 423.80 377.95
10 56–65 �79.166 376.74 426.18 379.12
11 56–66 �94.212 376.34 425.83 380.20
12 56–67 �102.338 377.05 427.30 381.24
13 56–68 �125.643 376.50 425.46 382.45
14 56–70 �151.935 377.22 424.20 383.00
15 56–71 �193.200 377.30 429.74 384.91
16 56–72 �186.783 377.25 429.88 385.15
17 56–64 �30.506 396.59 455.11 398.39
18 56–65 �54.662 396.24 450.42 398.71
19 56–66 �72.820 396.97 451.88 400.38
20 56–68 �101.514 396.67 447.64 401.48
21 56–68 �113.079 397.53 448.01 403.03
22 56–69 �138.867 397.23 447.08 403.13
23 56–70 �143.500 397.18 448.75 404.76
24 56–71 �165.768 397.49 457.52 407.56
25 56–71 �99.484 297.46 341.35 303.14
26 56–71 �119.545 317.03 362.86 325.35
27 56–71 �132.435 337.23 384.20 346.59
28 56–71 �156.319 346.86 394.45 356.90
29 56–71 �169.469 367.32 420.41 376.95
30 56–71 �174.435 386.55 441.99 397.62
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We were then able to determine rs;z
qq , rs;g

qq and rs
qq from Eqs. (9),

(10) and (24), respectively. The results are plotted in Fig. 9 as a
function of p/p0 for different surface temperatures and in Fig. 10
as a function of the surface temperature at a given overall
concentration.

In Fig. 11 we plot the coupling coefficients rs;z
bq , rs;r

bq and rs;l
bq calcu-

lated respectively with Eqs. (13) (25) and (30) as a function of the
gas pressure.

The measurable heats of transfer of the zeolite side of the sur-
face, q�zb , and for the whole surface, q�s;rb and q�s;lb , were obtained
from Eqs. (14), (27) and (31), respectively and are presented in
Figs. 12. The difference between the measurable heats of transfer
for the whole surface q�s;rb � q�s;lb is plotted in Fig. 13.

4.2.1.2. NEMD simulations with Jb = constant. We run 15 simulations
(no. 31–45) with constant temperature differences across the sys-
tem and constant mass fluxes of butane in order to get the resis-
tances to mass transfer Rs;z

bb , Rs;g
bb , Rs;r

bb and Rs;l
bb (see Eqs. (15), (16),

(28) and (32)) for the flat surface. Some of the simulation results
are compiled in Tables. 5 and 6, and in particular the extension
of the surface (first and last layer), the temperatures in the zeolite
and gas layers near the surface, the surface temperature, the bu-
tane concentration in the zeolite pores, the surface excess concen-
tration and the gas and saturation pressures. The plots of the
surface resistance on the zeolite side, Rs;z

bb , on the gas side, Rs;g
bb and

of the whole surface, Rs;r
bb and Rs;r

bb , are shown as a function of p/p0

in Fig. 14.



Table 4
Butane concentration in the zeolite, butane excess surface concentration and
dimensionless gas pressure and saturation pressures for simulations no. 1–30 (flat
surface, zero mass flux).

Simulation
no.

cz
b (mol/

nm3)
Cs (mol/
nm2)

p/p0 p*(Tz)/
p0

p*(Ts)/
p0

p*s(Ts)/
p0

1 1.850 �0.138 2.09 0.54 0.55 2.07
2 1.868 0.119 4.09 0.74 0.84 4.09
3 1.877 0.402 6.04 0.90 1.08 6.36
4 1.884 0.625 8.41 1.08 1.42 8.27
5 1.890 0.888 10.38 1.32 1.89 10.55
6 1.894 1.141 12.84 1.50 2.48 12.94
7 1.898 1.325 15.04 1.74 3.21 14.73
8 1.902 1.542 17.10 2.24 4.98 16.83
9 1.825 �0.099 3.08 1.14 1.20 3.63
10 1.841 0.100 5.53 1.42 1.60 5.92
11 1.850 0.317 8.12 1.68 2.02 8.48
12 1.860 0.476 10.76 2.05 2.64 10.45
13 1.865 0.694 13.19 2.28 3.18 13.21
14 1.869 0.913 15.72 2.57 3.78 15.93
15 1.871 1.114 18.28 2.72 4.57 18.88
16 1.876 1.292 20.74 3.22 5.71 21.13
17 1.806 �0.138 4.54 2.39 2.55 4.33
18 1.825 0.036 7.06 3.08 3.35 6.90
19 1.831 0.224 10.12 3.41 4.04 9.79
20 1.840 0.420 12.61 4.07 5.16 12.83
21 1.848 0.587 15.51 4.82 6.74 15.51
22 1.852 0.711 18.73 5.28 7.49 17.41
23 1.858 0.887 21.20 6.33 10.21 20.30
24 1.858 0.997 24.24 6.23 11.95 22.30
25 1.936 2.362 6.12 0.05 0.09 7.73
26 1.923 1.996 9.03 0.18 0.38 9.73
27 1.909 1.643 11.99 0.59 1.31 12.30
28 1.901 1.509 13.47 0.90 2.01 14.06
29 1.883 1.189 16.70 2.13 4.25 17.25
30 1.863 1.017 19.86 3.87 7.69 21.03
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Fig. 7. Surface excess concentrations as a function of the gas pressure at
Ts = 360 ± 4 K. The points derive from equilibrium (circles) and non-equilibrium
(stars) molecular dynamics simulations.
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Fig. 9. Surface resistivity to heat transfer as a function of the gas pressure at
constant surface temperature.
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4.2.2. Surface with a zig-zag texture
Simulations no. 46–58 were carried out using the system with a

zig-zag surface and imposing the same conditions of simulations
no. 9–16 (TL = 380 K, TH = 540 K, Jb = 0) and no. 36–40 (TL = 380 K,
TH = 540 K, Jb = 7230.1 mol/m2 s). The results are compared with
those obtained with the system with the flat surface in Fig. 15.

5. Discussion

5.1. Surface excess concentrations, surface tension and temperature

The surface excess concentrations were calculated at equilib-
rium according to Eq. (48) for the flat as well as the zig-zag tex-
tured surface. The surface sites of the two surfaces are not so
different, cf. Fig. 3, explaining that the concentration profiles
essentially are the same for both surfaces. Only at very low pres-
sures, there is a difference.
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ig. 11. Coupling resistivity of the surface as a function of the gas pressure at
onstant surface temperature.
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The excess concentration has two contributions, one from the
zeolite side of the surface and one from the gas side. While the first
term is always negative, the second is always positive. The first
term dominates at low pressures, cf. Fig. 3. This can be understood
from the internal energy profile for butane along the system, cf.
Fig. 6. Molecules that already are adsorbed, will prefer to be ad-
sorbed at a site where their internal energy is minimum. On the
zeolite side, molecules will according to Fig. 6, prefer to be ad-
sorbed in the zeolite pores where their internal energy is lower,
rather than on the surface. On the gas side they will prefer to be
adsorbed on the surface rather than being in the gas phase, where
their internal energy is higher, if they do not loose too much entro-
py. At a certain pressure, the pores inside are filled, and the zeolite
side of the surface starts filling up. For both surfaces, the total ex-
cess concentration becomes positive for pressures above 500 kPa.
The contribution on the gas side of the surface will then dominate
over the one on the zeolite side. The trend is linear with p/p0 for the
flat surface at 400 K over a longer range of pressures than for the
zig-zag textured one, see Fig. 3.

The surface tension contribution from the gas side of the inter-
face was shown as a function of the surface temperature in Fig. 8.
The fact that results from equilibrium and non-equilibrium studies
are the same, for the excess concentration as well as the surface
tension (cf. Figs. 7 and 8), means that the surface is in local equilib-
rium, also in the presence of a temperature gradient of
1.185 � 1010 K/m between the hot and cold layers. A basic premise
for using non-equilibrium thermodynamics is therefore obeyed.
The equilibrium results are consistent with the view that the sur-
face can be regarded as a separate thermodynamic system.

5.2. Surface transfer coefficients

In principle, surface properties are functions of the surface vari-
ables only, i.e., of Cs and Ts, or cs and Ts. This two-component sur-
face has two degrees of freedom and is described by two variables.
All surface transport properties should thus be plotted as a func-
tion of the surface excess density at a given surface temperature
or vice versa. However, since the gas pressure is a more common
variable to use, we decided to do the plots versus the gas pressure.
Fig. 7 shows the relation of the surface excess concentration to the
gas pressure. Using this figure, one can convert from one variable
to the other.

5.2.1. Coefficients for the whole surface
Three independent coefficients were derived for the whole sur-

face using fluxes at the right hand side of the surface or at the left
hand side, rs

qq, rs;r
bq or rs;l

bq, and Rs;r
bb or Rs;l

bb. Other coefficients can also be
chosen, and we discuss an important one below, cf. 5.3.
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F
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We saw from Figs. 9c and 10 that the resistance to heat transfer
of the whole surface, rs

qq, decreases with the gas pressure as well as
with the surface temperature. Higher gas pressures mean higher
surface excess concentrations (cf. Fig. 7). Therefore, when p/p0 in-
creases there are more butane molecules available to transport
heat. This can explain why the surface resistivity becomes smaller.
In the same way, at higher temperatures, collisions between gas
molecules are more frequent and energy is more easily transferred
between them.

The absolute value of the coupling resistivity of the total sur-
face, rs;r

bq (or rs;l
bq), decreases also with increasing concentration

(Fig. 11b or c). The explanation can be related to the one given
above, as the coupling coefficient describes heat transfer under iso-
thermal conditions.

The surface resistance to mass transfer, Rs;r
bb (or Rs;l

bb), is instead
little affected by the pressure as well as by the temperature (see
Fig. 14c or d).
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Table 5
Surface extension, temperatures in the zeolite and gas layers near the surface and
surface temperature for simulations no. 31–45 (flat surface, constant mass flux).

Simulation no. Surface layers Tz (K) Tg (K) Ts (K)

31 56–65 360.49 434.45 365.23
32 56–66 360.13 430.21 366.17
33 56–67 359.83 427.40 367.13
34 56–69 360.24 427.83 367.92
35 56–70 360.45 428.88 370.10
36 56–65 379.97 457.16 385.24
37 56–66 381.54 457.80 387.80
38 56–67 381.48 453.68 390.20
39 56–68 380.43 444.31 389.41
40 56–70 381.46 458.77 391.83
41 56–65 400.80 481.74 405.46
42 56–66 401.14 461.67 406.58
43 56–68 401.35 465.30 408.15
44 56–68 400.89 466.89 409.54
45 56–69 401.25 469.12 410.14

Table 6
Butane concentration in the zeolite, butane excess surface concentration and
dimensionless gas pressure and saturation pressures for simulations no. 31–45 (flat
surface, constant mass flux).

Simulation
no.

cz
b (mol/

nm3)
Cs (mol/
nm2)

p/p0 p*(Tz)/
p0

p*(Ts)/
p0

p*s(Ts)/
p0

31 1.794 0.111 6.67 0.35 0.45 4.60
32 1.812 0.337 8.71 0.41 0.56 6.65
33 1.821 0.557 10.90 0.45 0.65 8.73
34 1.820 0.794 13.40 0.45 0.67 11.00
35 1.828 1.045 15.21 0.48 0.82 13.83
36 1.766 0.065 8.52 0.77 0.94 6.14
37 1.775 0.223 11.42 0.83 1.14 8.41
38 1.789 0.432 13.59 0.93 1.44 11.47
39 1.802 0.578 15.81 1.06 1.60 13.24
40 1.800 0.804 19.31 1.04 1.75 16.74
41 1.742 0.002 10.74 1.56 1.88 6.69
42 1.755 0.157 13.24 1.73 2.18 9.14
43 1.770 0.320 16.03 1.98 2.68 11.74
44 1.770 0.468 18.66 1.98 2.84 14.12
45 1.777 0.656 21.69 2.11 3.12 17.09
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These results can be compared with the experimental data pub-
lished recently by Heinke et al. [4] on surface permeabilities in zeo-
lites. They analyzed the evolution of the transient concentration
profiles across the zeolite during isothermal adsorption and, from
this profile, they got access to the surface permeability a. Consid-
ering a quasi-stationary isothermal situation they wrote:

Jb ¼ �aðc�b � cz
bÞ; ð51Þ

where c�b is the concentration of butane in the zeolite in equilibrium
with the actual external gas phase. Eq. (28) under isothermal condi-
tions can be rewritten as:

Jb ¼ �
1

Rs;r
bbTz lzðT

z; c�bÞ � lzðT
z; cz

bÞ

 �

¼ � 1
Rs;r

bbTz

Z c�
b

cz
b

@lb

@cb
dcb

¼ � R
cz

bRs;r
bb

@ lnðpgUgÞ
@ ln cb

� �
cz

b

ðc�b � cz
bÞ; ð52Þ

where ð@ lnðpgUgÞ=@ ln cbÞcz
b

is the correction thermodynamic factor
C. Comparing Eqs. (51) and (52), we get directly the expression of
the permeability:

a ¼ R
cz

bRs;r
bb

C: ð53Þ

Heinke et al. observed a large increase of a close to saturation,
which they attributed to the effect of the thermodynamic factor
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without giving any expression of this relation. For n-butane in sili-
calite, the thermodynamic factor is a strong increasing function of
the loading [13]. Since Rs;r

bb is constant with the pressure, in the range
of simulated conditions, a calculation of the permeability using Eq.
(52) shows that its evolution with the loading at high pressures is
dominated by the increment of the thermodynamic factor, giving
the same trends observed experimentally.

5.2.2. Transport coefficients for the zeolite and gas sides of surface
When the properties of the surface itself are of interest, a more

detailed description is necessary. By decomposing the total trans-
port problem into a problem where the surface is regarded as a ser-
ies of two resistances, one can have access to the surface
temperature and excess concentration. Such a decomposition
was done, in the writing of equation sets (2) and (3). The five resis-
tivities for the two sides of the surface obtained from these equa-
tions can also give better insight into the three overall transfer
coefficients.

By comparing the resistivities of heat transfer of the two sides
of the surface with the resistivity of the whole surface (see
Fig. 9) we observe that rs;z

qq is one order of magnitude smaller than
rs;g

qq . We have therefore that:

rs
qq � rs;g

qq : ð54Þ

The fact that rs;z
qq does not play a significant role in the determination

of the total surface resistivity to heat transfer, is compatible with
the fact that most of the temperature change across the surface oc-
curs on the gas side (see Fig. 5). The same behaviour was observed
for the liquid–vapor interface [7,8]. For the coupling coefficients in
Fig. 11, the picture changes. The main origin of the coupling coeffi-
cient of the surface, derived from the heat flux of the zeolite, comes
from the zeolite side. We may use:
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Fig. 14. Surface resistance to mass transfer as a function
rs;r
bq � rs;z

bq : ð55Þ

This is seen by looking at Eq. (20b). The coupling coefficient of the
whole surface, rs;r

bq , is equal to the sum of the coupling coefficient
of the zeolite side, rs;z

bq plus the term DHadsrs;z
qq . We established above,

however, that rs;z
qq is negligible. We can therefore expect rs;r

bq and rs;z
bq to

be approximately equal, and the approximation (55) to be good.
Also the resistivity to mass transfer of the whole surface is for

the most part given by the zeolite side of the surface, cf. Fig. 14.
The measurable heat of transfer of the zeolite side of the sur-

face, q�zb , is positive, in agreement with what we found before
[13] and at high concentrations approaches a value of 60 kJ/mol.
The large value of q�zb at low pressures may be an artifact. At this
point, rs;z

qq is very small, nearly zero, and division by a near zero va-
lue increases inaccuracies.

The resistivities obtained for the flat and zig-zag textured sur-
faces were essentially the same. This is due to the fact that in
our range of pressures, the surface excess concentrations are the
same functions of pressure for both surfaces, cf. Fig. 3. The surface
structure does therefore not affect the surface transport properties
significantly in this case; this means that the surface excess densi-
ties play a major role in the determination of the resistivities. Only
at lower loadings, the two surfaces have different surface excess
concentrations and differences in the transport resistivities could
be observed. So the analysis of the influence of the surface struc-
ture on the transport properties should be carried out in a lower
range of pressures.

It is now not difficult to understand that the surface poses a bar-
rier to transport. The negative excess concentrations on the zeolite
side of the surface, where butane is repelled, lead to high resistiv-
ities for mass transfer on this side. And the dilute gas leads to a
high thermal resistivity on the gas side.
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of the gas pressure at constant surface temperature.
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All transport equations were derived from the excess entropy
production of the surface. This ensures that the coefficients are
compatible with the second law of thermodynamics.

5.3. A method to find the enthalpy of adsorption

The heat of transfer of the whole surface was computed consid-
ering both fluxes on the right and left hand side of the interface. By
substracting Eqs. (27) and (31) we have Eq. (33) The difference
q�s;rb � q�s;lb ¼ DadsH is plotted against p/p0 in Figs. 13 and 16. We
found a value of DadsH = �55 kJ/mol which is in agreement with
our previous results [18]. The present method may therefore offer
an interesting alternative for the determination of DadsH, at least
when simulations are concerned. From the plots, we see a negligi-
ble temperature effect. Furthermore we see that the absolute value
of the enthalpy of adsorption is constant with the pressure for both
types of surfaces. These results lend support to the experimental
methods that treat DadsH as a constant.

5.4. The method of analysis

We have presented a method of analysis which is new for anal-
ysis of transport in porous media. We have seen that using NET it
was possible to reduce successfully the data generated by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. Several paths of new studies can open up
with this. With detailed knowledge of the transfer coefficients, we
can now model phenomena on a macroscopic scale, where bound-
ary conditions are different. It will be interesting to compare such
models with real experimental results. Using NEMD it will be inter-
esting to study other components, for instance polar ones.
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Zeolites constitute a class of materials that are important in
catalysis and in separation. The understanding of such processes
is of central interest, and a good method of analysis may then be
helpful. It is, however, extremely difficult to realize real experi-
ments with many variables, and from them get access to surface
transfer properties. In this context, NEMD simulations may con-
tinue to give useful modeling support, or help to check assump-
tions. Using NET, it will be in fact possible, through NEMD
simulations, to determine variables that are hardly accessible, like
for instance the surface temperature.

Approximations (54) and (55) may be valid for adsorptions on
porous materials with large enthalpies of adsorption and high ther-
mal conductivities. A systematic study of such materials with the
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present method may give further insights of this type, and add to
the description of these important surface phenomena.

6. Conclusion

We have investigated transports into and across an interface be-
tween a silicalite membrane and n-butane gas, using the frame-
work given by non-equilibrium thermodynamics. The surface
was described as an independent system with its own temperature
and chemical potential, different from those of the adjacent homo-
geneous phases. Surface resistivities were successfully obtained
reducing data from non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simula-
tions. They were to a large degree explained for the whole surface,
as well as for the two sides of the surface. This supports the idea
that non-equilibrium thermodynamics is a useful theory, for data
reduction and for modeling of surface transport.
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